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Motivation
The hot potato of energy security
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—Ursula von der Leyen

“EU will be the first major economy to set 
out a strategy on economic security”
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The tide is turning for 
globalisation

• Modern crises/tensions: Subprimes (2008), USA/China 

trade war (2018-), Covid (2020), Ukraine (2022-)

• Response: Inflation Reduction Act (USA), Green Deal 

Industrial Plan (EU)

• The EU wants to produce 40% of key technologies 

needed for its green transition

Governments across the world are discovering « homeland economics », from The Economist, Oct 2nd 2023
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Hydrogen: EU growing ambition

• EU Hydrogen Strategy (2020), Fit-

for-55 (2021): 40GW electrolysis 

by 2030

• REPowerEU (2022): >60GW by 

2030

• NOT SUFFICIENT: 50/50 import vs 

local production: Import will be 

needed!
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Question
How to ensure the security 
of supply for the hydrogen 
economy?
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Analytical intuitions
A simple model to grasp the core idea
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Two options

A premium on electrolysis 
capacity to hedge against 
import disruptions

A premium on hydrogen 
storage, acting as a 
strategic reserve

Electrolysis Storage (UHS)
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A premium on Electrolysis capacity?

Q

P H2 Demand

Electrolysis
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H2 market equilibrium



A premium on Electrolysis capacity?

Q

P

dQ: the capacity premium
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A premium on Electrolysis capacity?

Q

P

SHOCK

The additional 

capacity reduces the 

welfare loss 

(green area, to be 

weighted by the probability 

of disruption)
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A premium on UHS capacity?

Q

P H2 Demand

Electrolysis
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H2 market equilibrium



A premium on UHS capacity?

Q

P

Strategic storage is costly 

when no disruption: filling 

the storage increases net 

demand
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A premium on UHS capacity?

Q

P

When the disruption occurs, 

withdrawing the storage 

substantially reduces costs

SHOCK

Net benefit 
(to be weighted by 
proba of disruption)
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What option to choose?
We can expect complementarity of both, but to what 
extent? How to hedge optimally?
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Limits of the analytical approach

Depending on the power mix, the relevance of electrolysis vs UHS changes

The electrolysis marginal cost is in fact, endogenous

Renewable production and H2 disruption are both unknown

A multi-stage stochastic problem

The temporal trade-off for storing hydrogen depends on it

The disrupted state duration is uncertain
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Numerical model
A more realistic model and application to Western Europe
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Central Western 

Europe + Denmark 

in 2035.

Most important 

region for Hydrogen 

(industries, density, 

pipeline network for 

H2…)

Full year of 2190 

time steps 

(6 per day)

H2 import routes
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Overview
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Overview

Investment 

decision
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A Stochastic Dynamic Programming 
framework

Random variables:

• VRE production

• H2 disruption

Each month, the 

uncertainty is 

unveiled. 

Trade-off between 

current and expected 

future costs
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Hydrogen import function
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H2 disruption: A Markov-Chain approach

3 states of the world: 

• Normal (no disruption)

• 6 GW disruption

• 14 GW disruption

The alternative case 

is 3 times more 

pessimistic than the 

Base Case
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Results
What best option for Hydrogen security of supply?
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A typical week of electricity dispatch

We find typical 

outcomes:

• Storage used for 

evening peaks

• Electrolysis used 

when important 

VRE production
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The hydrogen supply
45% electrolysis vs. 55% imports

More local 

production 
(electrolysis, 

denoted as PtG) 

during 

summer
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Investment in Electrolysis & UHS
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Investment in Electrolysis & UHS
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Investment in Electrolysis & UHS
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In Electrolysis capacity

+9.3%

+5%
In UHS capacity

Complementarity
Electrolysis and UHS complement each other, 

but Electrolysis dominates
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Disentangling Investment & Operation

Investment
96%

Operation
4%

Cost-benefit of Investment & 
Operation respectively (average on 

100 simulations)

What is most important?

• Investing in a premium?

• Operating this premium having in 

mind the possible disruption?

Even if managed Business as usual, 

96% of the benefits will be saved in 

average.

Commercial and strategic values overlap
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Conclusion
Principal insights



In a nutshell

Twice the relative level of investment 
in electrolysis than UHS for a given 
risk

Endogenous modelling of electrolysis 
with possible H2 import disruption

Both for the commercial and strategic 
concerns

Almost all the hedging value is from 
investment, not operation
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A stochastic dynamic 
modelling

UHS & Electrolysis are 
complementary

Electrolysis is more suited 
for strategic concerns Investment is key
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CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, and 
includes icons by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik

Thanks!
Do you have any questions?
Ange.blanchard@centralesupelec.fr

https://bit.ly/3A1uf1Q
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
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